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1 Executive Summary 
This document presents an overview of the Computer Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT) 
collaborative environment prototype addressed in task T3.2 in 4SECURail, building on the CSIRT 
model previously elaborated in task T3.1 and documented in deliverables D3.1 and D3.2. 
 
The Railway technology landscape is complex, and it is essential for the railway security team (RST) 
community to stay aware of the cyber threats and vulnerabilities that may have a high impact on 
the railway sector. To achieve this, the Collaborative tHreat Intelligence Platform for Rail  
(CHIRP4Rail) model presented the need to enable threat intelligence processes to support the RST 
in prevention and detection tasks.  
 
The CHIRP4Rail platform presented in this deliverable provides a collaborative environment and a 
communication channel for RSTs for threat intelligence and information sharing. In particular, the 
CHIRP4Rail platform provide the mechanisms for: 

• Communication among the RST for intelligence and information sharing purposes, updating 
information regarding vulnerability or security updates, also for requesting information from 
other RST. 

• Pseudo-anonymisation mechanisms for sharing information without exposing their identity 
through the delegation of publications. CHIRP will save the identity of reporters, but the rest 
of RST will not know the identity of the reporter. 

• A railway taxonomy for helping to rapidly classify threats and see their potential impact. The 
X2-Rail-1 taxonomy provides a good starting point and can be extended to cover additional 
railway incidents or more information about the type of threats to the RSTs. 

 
This deliverable presents the functional, technical and operational details of the CHIRP4Rail 
platform, and will also present the testing and demonstration activities based on case scenarios 
taken as examples in use. 
 
The CHIRP4Rail Platform has been co-created, presented, demonstrated, and evaluated with the 
RTS community through different activities, and in particular a final workshop was organised in June 
2021 with 44 participants for dissemination, communication, and open discussion about the next 
steps required to foster further evolution and adoption by the community under the umbrella of 
the UIC and the ER-ISAC. 
 
With this deliverable D3.3, the 4SECURail CSIRT platform is presented, as the final milestone 
concluding the work in WP3 for the support to the implementation of CSIRT for the railway sector. 
 

  

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
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2 Abbreviations and Acronyms 
2.1 Glossary 

Abbreviation / 
Acronyms 

Description 

AMI Amazon Machine Image 

AWS Amazon Web Services 

AWS EC2 AWS Elastic Compute Cloud 

AWS VPC AWS Virtual Private Cloud 

CERT  Computer Emergency Response Team 

CHIRP4Rail Collaborative tHreat Intelligence for Rail Platform 

CIDR  Classless Inter-Domain Routing 

CSIRT Computer Security Incident Response Team 

CTI  Cyber Threat Intelligence 

DSP Digital Service Provider 

ECN European CSIRT Networks (supports / coordinates CSIRTs) 

ER-ISAC European Railway Information Sharing and Analysis Centre 

IaaS  Infrastructure as a Service 

ICS Industrial Control Systems 

IM Infrastructure Manager 

IoC Indicator of Compromise 

MISP Malware Intelligence Sharing Platform 

OES Operator of Essential Services 

PoC  Proof of Concept 

RST Rail Security Team 

RU Railway Undertakings 

SERA Single European Rail Area 

SIEM  Security information and event management 

SOC Security Operations Center 

STIX Structured Threat Information Expression 

TAXII Trusted Automated Exchange of Intelligence Information 

TIP Threat Intelligence Platform 

TRL Technology Readiness Level 

TTPs Tactics, Techniques and Procedures 

YETI Your Everyday Threat Intelligence 

 

2.2 Key CSIRT definitions 
Key definitions of the CSIRT vocabulary used in this deliverable, according to the [ENISA_glossary]:  

Term Definition 

APT An advanced persistent threat (APT) is a stealthy computer network threat actor, typically a 
nation state or state-sponsored group, which gains unauthorised access to a computer network 
and remains undetected for an extended period. In recent times, the term may also refer to non-
state sponsored groups conducting large-scale targeted intrusions for specific goals. 

EVENT Occurrence of a particular set of circumstances (certain or uncertain); single occurrence or a series 
of occurrences. 

INCIDENT An event that has been assessed as having an actual or potentially adverse effect on the security 
or performance of a system. 

INSTANCE A MISP instance is an installation of the MISP software and the connected database. All the data 
visible to the users is stored locally in the database and data that is shareable (based on the 
distribution settings) can be synchronised with other instances via the Sync actions. 

MALWARE Software intentionally causing damage. 

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/threat-risk-management/risk-management/current-risk/risk-management-inventory/glossary
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RANSOMWARE Malware linked to a ransom demand (payment or damage). 

SUPPLIER A company or organisation that provides something needed such as a product or service. 

THREAT Any circumstance or event with the potential to adversely impact an asset through unauthorised 
access, destruction, disclosure, modification of data, and/or denial of service. 

VULNERABILITY The existence of a weakness, design, or implementation error that can lead to an unexpected, 
undesirable event compromising the security of the computer system, network, application, or 
protocol involved. 
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3 Background  
3.1 Position of this document within 4SECURail Project 
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D3.3 “CSIRT collaborative environment 
prototype” in the framework of the 4SECURail project, Grant Agreement number 881775 — 
IP/ITD/CCA — IP2, task 3.2 “CSIRT Platform” under Work Package 3 (WP3) “Support to 
implementation of CSIRT to the railway sector”. This WP is developing work stream 2 in 4SECURail 
to support to implementation of CSIRT to the railway sector.  
 
In the context of Shift2Rail, this work addresses the MultiAnnual Action Plan (MAAP) TD2.11 - 
Cybersecurity which requires, under the Output 3 of the Technical Objectives, to Develop a network 
of Railway Cybersecurity Experts (CSIRT).  
 

3.2 Relationship to 4SECURail Project and Shift2Rail 
The Shift2Rail1 programme issued an open call under the X2RAIL-3 Joint Undertaking (JU) 
complementary project for work on defining a CSIRT organisational framework, supported by a 
demonstrated CSIRT Platform and has selected the 4SECURail project to deliver this CSIRT task. As 
can be seen in the results reported here, railway cyber security stakeholders do not feel “CSIRT” is 
an appropriate term for the model collaboration and platform, although under X2RAIL-3 the 
4SECURail output (CHIRP4Rail) may become the first step of a future EU Rail specific CSIRT. 
 

3.3 Context from the previous deliverables: D3.2 CHIRP4RAIL model 
The vision of the 4SECURail CHIRP4Rail concept and model was presented in deliverable D3.2. This 
section provides a brief summary as background for this deliverable D3.3.  
 
The CHIRP4Rail concept – Collaborative tHreat Intelligence Platform for Rail – aims to coordinate 
the different Rail OES security teams in sharing cross-border threat / incident information. In such 
a scenario, it must be determined what can be shared, with whom, under what circumstances, and 
how (e.g., automated sharing of incident declaration). The following provides a rationale for the 
CHIRP4Rail concept approach as a summary of the findings from the previous sections and 
functionality and approach statement. 
 
The need: identified in desk research, surveys and interviews. 

A pan-European collaborative environment for cyberthreat information and intelligence 
sharing in Rail. In general terms what is missing is the horizontal coordination of Rail 
Operators of Essential Services (OES) and their essential Digital Service Providers (DSPs), 
naturally done via the security teams of the national Rail OES integrated in the MS CSIRT. A 
collaborative environment for cybersecurity information sharing among Rail-OESs’ security 
teams enabling linkage between MS Rail-OES security teams (CSIRTs, SOCs or IT/OT actors 
responsible for security) requires a threat intelligence collaboration environment to: i) share 
knowledge on incidents and prevention/mitigation; ii) share knowledge on threats of 
relevance; and iii) support communication between actors.  

 

 
1 Shift2Rail:  https://shift2rail.org  

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
https://shift2rail.org/
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The context: coordination with the EU level initiatives.  
a. the European CSIRT Network –ECN. An organisational model for an EU-level CSIRT 

concept in rail must take into account and potentially establish an EU-level role in 
relation to EU Cyber Security coordination (as in the European CSIRT Network –ECN-). 

b. The European Rail Information Sharing and Analysis Center (ER-ISAC). The current 
European Rail ISAC established in 2019 as a network of collaborating Rail security experts 
is the natural context to 4SECURail in its legal structure and agreed protocols, as well as 
actions initiated in the design to help members improve Cyber Security capacity through 
education, sharing, and preparatory / preventive actions. 

c. The X2RAIL-3 initiative. X2RAIL-3 (CSIRT Concept) will analyse the feasibility of the 
deployment of a railway dedicated CSIRT or ISAC and, if feasible, will investigate how a 
CSIRT/ISAC could be implemented. The 4SECURail CSIRT model will emphasise the 
operational aspects to determine information flows and content. Both projects are 
collaborating to ensure that the future feasibility of an EU-Rail CSIRT is fully supported 
by an operational model concept. 

d. The EC MeliCERT platform. While the EC MeliCERTes platform hosted by ENISA supports 
national level CSIRTs in the context of the European CSIRT Network as defined under the 
NIS directive, its general form and features are worthy of consideration in the context of 
the X2RAIL-3 and 4SECURail concerning a European Rail CSIRT collaborative platform. 

 
The opportunity: the CHIRP4Rail model – Collaborative tHreat Intelligence in Rail Platform model.  

There is an opportunity to coordinate the different Rail OES security teams in sharing cross 
border threat / incident information: the CHIRP4Rail model. In such a scenario, it must be 
clearly determined what can be shared, with whom, under what circumstances., and how 
(e.g.: automated sharing of incident declaration).  

 
The CHIRP4Rail model approach: 

• A light, horizontal, “umbrella” model for coordination of Rail-OESs. The operational 
workflow for an EU-level CHIRP4Rail concept would be different from the specific 
CSIRTs/Security Teams within Rail-OES and would be concerned primarily with coordination 
and support across Rail-OES security teams. 

• Coordinated and capitalised by the ER-ISAC. The ER-ISAC activity to capitalise on 
collaboration and coordination implies that the ER-ISAC would be the natural constituency 
for the EU-level CHIRP4Rail as the community of interest is the same. It also means that key 
members of the ER-ISAC are the CISOs and security teams that the EU CHRIP4Rail initiative 
would need to engage.  

• The UIC as the key facilitator. The ER-ISAC has proposed to place physical presence and 
coordination within the UIC (a 4SECURail participant), to adopt a facilitator role to 
coordinate activities, and to deploy certain platforms to support ER-ISAC activity. The 
platforms are named as Information Sharing, Vulnerability Management, Initiatives 
Dashboard and Cyber/Information Security incident platform, aligned with the focus of the 
EU CHIRP4Rail model. 

 
This CHIRP4Rail concept rationale is summarised in Figure 1. 

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
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Figure 1: The CHIRP4Rail concept rationale 

 
The CHIRP4Rail model is an implementation as a “virtual” and horizontal model, spread across 
several IM/RU organisations at the EU level with the aim to connect them and support cybersecurity 
information sharing and actionable intelligence dissemination. This means the proposed model 
does not aim to implement the local/national nor corporate CSIRT operations (already established); 
instead, it aims to support collaborative threat intelligence and information sharing among the key 
railway cybersecurity organisations and stakeholders at the European level, also engaging with the 
National Authorised CERTs/CSIRTs and external threat intelligence providers.  
 
Figure 2 shows an overview of the 4SECURail functional model vision: 

 
Figure 2: The 4SECURail CSIRT (CHIRP4Rail) functional model vision 

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
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With this concept, vision and the overall rationale in mind, the CHIRP4Rail functional model 
establishes at the high-level perspective the ‘who’, ‘what’ and ‘how’ within this cybersecurity 
information sharing concept in rail: 
 
WHO (the actors): 

• ER-ISAC hosted by the UIC. 

• Rail Security Teams (RST). 

• Cyber Threats Providers (CTPs). 

• CHIRP4Rail Platform Operator (CPO). 
WHAT (the flows): 

• Cyber Threats relevant for Rail (incidents and/or vulnerabilities). 

• Actionable Intelligence (bulletins, prevention, response). 
HOW (the tools): 

• A collaborative Threat Intelligence platform interconnecting RST's tool: 
o Enabling voluntary and anonymous sharing of threat intelligence information. 
o Guaranteeing cyber secure communications. 

• Based on existing good practices, as previously described in the deliverable D3.2. 
 
On this basis, the proposed model shall be expressed as an organisational form among these key 
stakeholders, based on roles, functions, tasks and tools, which can then be adopted in any chosen 
realisation of threat intelligence information sharing flows.  
 
The vision of the information and data workflow process in CHIRP4Rail aims to evolve from 
information sharing, based on the information process flow as defined by [ENISA_CSIRT, 2006] 
(page 38, figure 9), to added-value intelligence sharing. Figure 3 provides a high-level view to the 
CHIRP4Rail process.  
 
The process is described in more detail in the following paragraphs describing the lower-level 
workflow, finally presented in Figure 4. 

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/csirt-setting-up-guide
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Figure 3: The CHIRP4Rail process: high level view (inputs – process – outputs) 

 
STEP 1: CHIRP IN (inputs, information sources) 
We identify three main types of information (inputs):  

• Vulnerabilities about (your) IT/OT systems. 

• Incident reports. 

• Threats, such as attacks, campaigns, etc. 
 
These are produced by and gathered from the following information sources: 

• Threat event reports: produced by the community, including RST and their CTPs (providers, 
clients, other partners, etc.). 

• Gathered from existing public and private threat intelligence feeds. 

• In-house threat hunting: produced by CPO. 
 
STEP 2: CHIRP PROCESS (threat intelligence) 
The CHIRP4Rail process enables a systematic evaluation of the information (inputs) and assessment 
of the risk (shown in detail in Figure 4): 
 

1. In-house threat prioritisation and filtering: an initial triage step, in which inputs are 
evaluated by the CPO. Incoming information is evaluated to determine whether it is relevant 
and trustworthy or not before any publication is given to the RSTs community, in order to 
avoid false alerts, which could lead to unnecessary disturbances to the business processes. 
The CPO would classify incoming inputs into 3 priority levels, triggering the following 
subsequent actions: 

o Priority 3 inputs are discarded: either they are found to be not relevant for rail or are 
expected to have a very low impact. 

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
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o Priority 2 inputs are forwarded without further analysis: either they provide 
sufficient information, or the expected impact is not evaluated high enough for an 
in-house analysis. In any case, CHIRP4Rail considers that Priority 2 inputs are relevant 
for the community and worth paying attention to. 

o Priority 1 inputs are selected for in house analysis.  
 

2. In-house threat analysis is performed by the CPO for Priority 1 events, those identified as 
high priority/high relevance. Risk assessment & impact analysis methods will be used for 
further determining the potential risk and impact to the RSTs of a given event 
(vulnerability/incident/threat). The in-house CPO team may optionally also seek for 
intelligence from the stakeholders by opening a collaborative intelligence process. As a 
result of the in-house threat analysis, the event information will be enriched by:  

o Aggregating information by linking to other related events (correlation analysis). 
o Adding information on prevention and response/mitigation measures (when 

available).  
 
One of the goals of CHIRP4Rail is to keep the produced intelligence flowing as much as 
possible via the chosen collaboration platform (e.g.: MISP). For that reason, and to the extent 
that this is possible, the enriched information will be produced as additional 
information/fields that are added to the original event. These may include analysis 
information or recommendations on mitigation or response.  
 
Additionally, it will be evaluated whether the event requires an editorial response. If this is 
the case, the in-house team will produce an intelligence/analysis/recommendation post for 
distribution via newsletter or emergency notices, see CHIRP out.  

 
STEP 3: CHIRP OUT (outputs, results) 
Publication to the RSTs community of both, priority 2 and (enriched) priority 1 events, and 
intelligence reports. 
 
As a result of the CHIRP4Rail process, the following outputs are produced to the RSTs community: 

• Relevant vulnerability/incident/threat events, published through the platform (e.g., MISP) 
after filtering and prioritisation (Priority 2). 

• Enhanced vulnerability/incident/threat events, published through the platform (e.g., MISP) 
that have been enriched by the intelligence (in house analysis) process (Priority 1). 

• CHIRP4Rail intelligence reports distributed by blog or email, such as newsletters and 
emergency notices, describing recommended detection and mitigation measures and rules, 
and announcing regular community conferences. 

 
Figure 4 presents the detailed workflow diagram of the CHIRP4Rail process identifying and detailing 
the concepts previously described.  

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
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Figure 4: The CHIRP4Rail process: low level view (detailed workflow) 
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4 Objective/Aim  
4.1 Specific objectives of this document 
The work stream 2 specific objectives within 4SECURail are: 

1. To define stakeholder requirements for a European Rail CSIRT collaborative activity, and to 
co-design with them a rail CSIRT model for open consultation. 

2. To test and validate the draft CSIRT model, and to obtain sufficient feedback and co-design 
input to release the final CSIRT model to support organisational collaboration, as well as 
collaborative platform design. 

3. To identify relevant platforms to support CSIRT collaboration and, based on requirements 
and CSIRT model, specify and adapt to meet CSIRT needs. 

4. To test and update the CSIRT collaborative environment so as to ensure meeting user needs. 
 
While the previous deliverables D3.1 and D3.2 focused on the two first objectives, this document 
has been prepared to especially address Objectives 3 and 4 (building on the previous ones). 
Therefore, the main goal is to release a proof-of-concept prototype of the 4SECURail CSIRT 
platform (collaborative environment) for the European railway sector: the CHIRP4Rail platform – 
Collaborative tHreat Intelligence Platform for Rail.  
 
There is an opportunity to coordinate the different Rail OES (IMs/RUs) security teams in sharing 
cross border threat / incident information (the CHIRP4Rail). In such a scenario, a model (see 
deliverable D3.2) was determined defining what can be shared, with whom, under what 
circumstances, and how (e.g., automated sharing of incident declaration). This deliverable D3.3 
presents a collaborative environment, the 4SECURail CSIRT platform prototype, supporting this 
model with technology platforms and tools to demonstrate the functional operationalisation.  
 

4.2 Collaboration with Complementary Activity 
Specifically, in relation to the original call objectives, this work also addresses: 

A. “To capture and specify the information sources, workflows and data flows required for the 
implementation of the CSIRT dedicated to railway sector, based on input to be provided by 
complementary activity.” 

B. “To specify, implement and validate a prototype of the CSIRT collaborative environment 
dedicated to railway, based on the CSIRT workflow model and on the recommendations 
from the complementary activity.” 

 
The key complementary activity is the X2RAIL-3 Work Package 9, Task 9.7, Deliverable 9.4: 
“Challenges and recommendations for a railway specific CSIRT/ISAC”. The objective of the X2RAIL-3 
Deliverable 9.4 is to analyse the feasibility of the deployment of a railway dedicated CSIRT or ISAC 
and, if feasible, investigate how an ER-CSIRT/ISAC could be implemented.  
 
Both projects have been in contact and made presentations of intended work since January 2020 
during 4SECURail kick-off meeting. Additionally, and under the Collaboration Agreement defined by 
X2RAIL-3 and 4SECURail (COLA), both projects have carried out several collaboration meetings to 
guarantee that the output of 4SECURail project would be used by X2RAIL-3 to define the challenges 
and recommendation for a railway specific European CSIRT/ISAC.  
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In the case of A, we observe that they are consistent with ongoing discussions within the recently 
formed ER-ISAC which Hit Rail helped to define and to form. Consistency of view is further supported 
by the fact that the X2RAIL-3 responsible actors are also key actors in the ER-ISAC (Information 
Sharing and Analysis Centre – see later comparison with CSIRT). 
 
There is therefore a shared and common landscape under consideration, to be clarified and further 
developed. This will benefit from planned discussions during our planned project actions, including 
surveys, interviews and workshops involving complementary projects, EU Railway Chief Information 
Security Officers (CISOs), and with the ER-ISAC. 
 
In the case of B, we will use the emerging understanding of complementary activity, the concerns 
of CISOs and Railway Security Teams captured through our project activities, and the developing 
CSIRT model to support definition of information sources, workflows, and data flows. These will be 
fully considered in defining and implementing a CSIRT collaborative environment to be delivered 
and tested with candidate users.  
 
As part of our wider approach, the inputs and shared understandings from complementary projects 
will be greatly enhanced by the planned interventions with railway security experts, including CISOs 
and ISOs, as well as Shift2Rail JU key stakeholders, digital service providers, CSIRT participants (non-
rail), and the ER-ISAC. 
 

4.3 Structure of this report 
In order to achieve such objectives as presented in the previous point, the work developed in task 
T3.2 (CSIRT Platform) and based on the previously presented background is documented in this 
deliverable with two main sections:  

• Section 5 provides an overview of the CHIRP4Rail platform, a proof of concept of the threat 
intelligence information sharing environment with malware analysis and other supportive 
tools, as well as details on the architecture and configuration. 

• Section 6 develops 2 case scenarios as a support for demonstration and testing. This has 
allowed us to show the workflow and information sharing process among the different 
actors involved in the data chain using two different examples on IT (ransomware attack) 
and OT (vulnerability detection). Many other case scenarios are feasible, we have just 
selected these two for the sake of detailed exemplification. 

 
The final sections of the document provide the conclusions (in section 7) and references (in section 
8). 
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5 CHIRP4RAIL Platform (Proof of Concept) 
Based on the model outlined in D3.2 concerning information exchange, technical support, and 
operational level activities, this section outlines the details of the proof of concept for the 
collaborative platform materialised in 4SECURail.  
 
From the CHIRP4RAIL model it has been made clear that information sharing is an essential part of 
the cybersecurity strategy and the CSIRT model conceived by 4SECURail reflects on that. Unlike 
other traditional business data, in information security, relevance and context may be generated 
from outside of the organisation, and not only from the inside. In order to support effective 
information sharing and decision making based on threat intelligence, topics such as information 
exchange formats and tools are critical for the cybersecurity community, in particular, for incident 
responders and Security Analysts.  
 

5.1 Threat Intelligence Information Sharing Platform 

5.1.1 Review of existing TIPs 
Technical solutions and platforms are used for sharing security relevant data, usually known as 
Threat Intelligence Platforms (TIP). There are existing TIPs available, both open source and 
commercial, some well-known examples include MISP (Malware Intelligence Sharing Platform), Yeti 
(Your Everyday Threat Intelligence) or CRITs (Collaborative Research Into Threats) by MITRE. This 
section provides an overview of existing solution, concluding on a motivated selection for the 
4SECURail approach. 
 
An interesting review of existing Threat Intelligence Platforms was already presented in the proposal 
stage, and also became part of the 4SECURail Grant Agreement number 881775 (in particular: Annex 
1, Part B, section 1.4.2.1, page 24, table 7). This was taken from [ENISA_TIP, 2017], a detailed report 
identifying and analysing opportunities and limitations of existing Threat Intelligence Platforms 
(both Commercial and Open Source). A list can be found in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Existing Threat Intelligence Platforms 

Name Type Year Owner Project site/s 
Collaborative Research 
Into Threats (CRITs) 

Open Source 2014 MITRE https://crits.github.io/  
https://github.com/crits  

Collective Intelligence Open Source 2012 CSIRT Gadgets 
Foundation 

http://csirtgadgets.org/  
https://github.com/csirtgadgets  

GOSINT   Open Source 2017 Cisco https://github.com/ciscocsirt/GOSINT    
https://gosint.readthedocs.io/en/latest/    

MANTIS Cyber Threat 
Intelligence Framework 

Open Source 2013 Siemens https://django-
mantis.readthedocs.io/en/latest/   
https://github.com/siemens/django-mantis    

Malware Information 
Sharing Platform (MISP) 

Open Source / 
Community 

2012 Circl www.misp-project.org/  
https://github.com/MISP  

MineMeld Open Source 2016 Palo Alto www.paloaltonetworks.com/products/secure-
the-network/subscriptions/minemeld    
https://github.com/PaloAltoNetworks/mineme
ld    

Yeti Open Source 2017 Yeti https://yeti-platform.github.io/  
https://github.com/yeti-platform  

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/exploring-the-opportunities-and-limitations-of-current-threat-intelligence-platforms
https://crits.github.io/
https://github.com/crits
http://csirtgadgets.org/
https://github.com/csirtgadgets
https://github.com/ciscocsirt/GOSINT
https://gosint.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://django-mantis.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://django-mantis.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://github.com/siemens/django-mantis
http://www.misp-project.org/
https://github.com/MISP
http://www.paloaltonetworks.com/products/secure-the-network/subscriptions/minemeld
http://www.paloaltonetworks.com/products/secure-the-network/subscriptions/minemeld
https://github.com/PaloAltoNetworks/minemeld
https://github.com/PaloAltoNetworks/minemeld
https://yeti-platform.github.io/
https://github.com/yeti-platform
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ThreatStream   Commercial 2013 Anomali www.anomali.com/platform  

EclecticIQ Commercial 2014 EclecticIQ  www.eclecticiq.com/platform  

LookingGlass Commercial 2015 LookingGlass www.lookingglasscyber.com/products/manage
-intelligence/  

Soltra Edge Commercial 2014 NC4 www.soltra.com/en/  

Threat Central Commercial 2015 Micro Focus https://software.microfocus.com/en-
us/software/cyber-threat-analysis  

Threat Connect Commercial 2013 Threat Connect www.threatconnect.com/  

ThreatQ Platform   Commercial 2015 ThreatQuotient   www.threatq.com/threatq/  

TruSTAR   Commercial 2014 TruSTAR  https://trustar.co/  

Open Threat Exchange Commercial 2012 AlienVault   www.alienvault.com/open-threat-exchange  

ThreatExchange   Commercial 2015 Facebook http://developers.facebook.com/products/thr
eat-exchange  

X-Force Exchange   Commercial 2015 IBM https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com  

 
After a careful update (already presented in the previous deliverable D3.2) on the analysis on the 
state-of-art in horizontal TIPs, 4SECURail has decided to use [MISP] by CIRCL (Computer Incident 
Response Center Luxembourg), a project funded by Europe and whose popularity has increased in 
the last years, as a basis to build the CSIRT platform prototype (to be further elaborated in task T3.2 
and D3.3) to demonstrate the features required by the Rail CSIRT Model. This is motivated by the 
following reasons: 

• MISP is a popular and open-source TIP, in contrast to the commercial solutions, which are 
not suitable for the purpose of 4SECURail to build and open TRL-4 proof of concept. 

• Out of the open-source TIPs listed, MISP is the one with a larger community behind. It is a 
living project with regular advances (while some others of the mentioned TIPs have been 
discontinued and archived, and even some of them explicitly refer to the MISP as an 
alternative reference to merge efforts, like the case of [MANTIS]). 

• MISP is not an immature and experimental initiative anymore. It has reached production 
environments and is used by many popular organisations such as NATO, FIRST or CiviCERT 
(just to name a few), as well as many other private and public organisations and companies.  

 
However, it is important to note that it is not the intention of 4SECURail to position neither in favour 
not against any particular TIP. Therefore, MISP is selected simply as a basis on top of which 
4SECURail will test and evaluate the CSIRT model and functional features identified in this report for 
giving place to a low TRL proof of concept (targeting TRL-4: technology validated in lab), but such 
concept could be easily transferable to and supported by any other TIP.  
 

5.1.2 The Malware Information Sharing Platform (MISP)  
MISP is an open-source Threat Intelligence platform. The project develops utilities and 
documentation for more effective Threat Intelligence, by sharing Indicators of Compromise (IoC). 
Sharing these indicators through MISP with different organisations will provide intelligence to them 
and it also might be useful in order to block those IoC for avoiding attacks. 
 
MISP has its own data model for describing incidents or threats. If the user wants to notify an 
incident, he/she will create an Event (Figure 5) and will use the attributes for extending the 
information with the IoC's that the user has discovered. MISP has a list of default attributes for 
describing indicators. After modelling the attributes, if the user needs multiple attributes to describe 

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
http://www.anomali.com/platform
http://www.eclecticiq.com/platform
http://www.lookingglasscyber.com/products/manage-intelligence/
http://www.lookingglasscyber.com/products/manage-intelligence/
http://www.soltra.com/en/
https://software.microfocus.com/en-us/software/cyber-threat-analysis
https://software.microfocus.com/en-us/software/cyber-threat-analysis
http://www.threatconnect.com/
http://www.threatq.com/threatq/
https://trustar.co/
http://www.alienvault.com/open-threat-exchange
http://developers.facebook.com/products/threat-exchange
http://developers.facebook.com/products/threat-exchange
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/
https://www.misp-project.org/
https://github.com/siemens/django-mantis
https://www.misp-project.org/datamodels/#misp-default-attributes-and-categories
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a property, an object to group those attributes together can be used. 
 

 

Figure 5: Event in MISP 

If the property is a binary value (the event either has the property or it does not), the user will use 
a tag. MISP provides a default list of taxonomies (Figure 6) for tagging properties in events or 
attributes.   
 

 

Figure 6: Taxonomies in MISP 

However, if the property is a binary value – but needs more metadata associated with it than a 
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normal tag can support – the user will use a galaxy, as shown in Figure 7.  
 

 

Figure 7: Galaxies (clusters) in MISP 

Since MISP is a collaborative tool, it allows proposing attributes to events that were created by 
someone else and published to the instances of the community, as showed in Figure 6 and Figure 7. 
There are different approaches to use MISP. The more direct way is to have a central a unique MISP 
instance and to create one or more users for each organisation. Nevertheless, there is a better 
approximation for sharing intelligence with MISP across different organisations. MISP supports 
sharing intelligence and synchronisation of data among remote MISP instances. In this way, each 
organisation can administrate and customise its own MISP instance, configuring also with whom 
and what are the data that they want to share. Figure 8 shows an example of synchronisation 
between two instances. 
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Figure 8: Sharing data between two MISP instances 

Figure 8 also illustrates how an organisation B (OrgB) synchronises its MISP instance (ServerB), with 
the MISP instance in organisation A (Org A, ServerA). The synchronisation is done by means of a 
special user with special permissions that is able to sync the data between both organisations. 
 
Furthermore, there are alternatives for integration of MISP with other systems. One of the main 
advantages of MISP is the flexibility. MISP provides an Application Programming Interface (API) and 
a set of tools called MISP modules that extend the functionality of the platform, allowing the 
transformation of MISP events to other formats and protocols used in Threat Intelligence 
information sharing such as STIX and TAXII, or even to transform MISP Events into PDFs for other 
channels (e.g., email, SFTP, Collaboration tools, etc). 
 

5.1.3 The CHIRP4Rail: Collaborative tHreat Intelligence Platform for Rail approach 
Figure 9 illustrates the 4SECURail approach to an approach (CHIRP4Rail) among different 
stakeholders in the railway sector at the European level. 
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Figure 9: 4SECURail MISP approach 

In this approach, a central instance is operated by a central European rail organisation (e.g., under 
the ER-ISAC and facilitated by the UIC). This Central European CHIRP4Rail is the vision of 4SECURail 
for the positioning of the project, focusing on enabling cross-border collaboration and coordination 
among the established national railway cybersecurity stakeholders. The Central CHIRP4Rail will be 
responsible for coordinating the communication among the different railway organisations across 
Europe.  
 

5.2 Malware Analysis tools 
These are tools used by the CHIRP operators in their in-house analysis processed to enrich and 
provide enhanced Threat Intelligence and Detection services.  
 

5.2.1 Yara 
Yara is a tool aimed to identify and classify malware samples. Using Yara, the user can create a 
description of malware families based on textual or binary patterns. These descriptions are named 
Yara rules, and they consist of a set of strings and a Boolean expression that determine its logic. 
 

5.2.2 Sigma 
Sigma is a generic and open signature format that allows users to describe relevant log events in a 
straightforward manner. Sigma rules are YAML files with standardised sections and structured fields 
that all vendors use. These rules are then translated by any SIEM into the proper SIEM language. 
The more important part of the rule is the detection section, which identifies the logic of the rule. 
Sigma rules are useful for detecting Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) used by adversaries. 
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5.2.3 REMnux 
REMnux is a Linux toolkit for reverse-engineering and analysing malicious software. The toolkit 
provides a selected collection of free tools created by the community. Security analysts use REMnux 
to investigate malware without having to find, install, and configure the tools. 
 

5.2.4 FlareVM 
Flare VM, by FireEye, is inspired by open-source Linux-based security distributions like Kali Linux or 
REMnux. FLARE VM delivers a fully configured platform with a comprehensive collection of 
Windows security tools such as debuggers, disassemblers, de-compilers, static and dynamic analysis 
utilities, network analysis and manipulation, web assessment, exploitation, vulnerability assessment 
applications, and many others. FLARE VM has been continuously trusted and used by many reverse 
engineers, malware analysts, and security researchers as their go-to environment for analysing 
malware. 
 

5.3 Supportive technologies 

5.3.1 AWS (Amazon Web Services) 
AWS is the cloud platform offered by Amazon and it is made up of a large number of cloud 
computing products and services. AWS provides many different kinds of services, such as servers, 
storage, networking, remote computing, email, mobile development or security. AWS competes 
mainly with Microsoft Azure, Google and IBM in the public Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 
landscape. 
 
Like other cloud providers, AWS offers a pay-as-you-go model for its cloud services. AWS, and cloud 
providers in general, offer flexibility and scalability on demand. This helps organisations to plan their 
infrastructure roadmap with a subscription plan without making a big commitment. 
 
AWS leads the market in terms of both the number of products and customers and provides good 
documentation resources. MISP provides an Amazon Machine Image (AMI), which is a special type 
of virtual appliance that is used to create a virtual machine within the AWS EC2. This has been 
helpful for setting up the MISP environment on AWS in an easier way. 
 

5.3.2 Docker 
Docker is an open platform for developing, shipping, and running applications by using containers. 
Containers allow developers to package up an application with everything needed to run the 
application (e.g., libraries, dependencies, resources, etc). The containers packed on Docker will run 
in any OS with docker regardless of any customised settings that the machine might have. 
 
Docker also provides images, which are a read-only template containing a set of instructions for 
creating a container that can run on the Docker platform. It provides a convenient way to package 
up applications and preconfigured server environments. The images can be private or public for 
sharing with other Docker users. MISP also provides Docker images that make it easier to set up the 
Threat intelligence platform in a rapid way. 
 

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
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5.4 Architecture and setup 
This section describes the architecture designed for the CHIRP PoC, that simulates at small scale the 
communication and exchange of information among the different RST and the CHIRP.  
 
The CHIRP is made up of one MISP instance hosted on an AWS Public network and malware analysis 
tools provided by Flare VM and REMnux, two of the most popular and well-known Malware Analysis 
and Incident Response distributions. The distributions contain popular malware analysis tools such 
as Viper, Yara, IDA, etc., that will be used by CHIRP analysts for providing Threat Intelligence to the 
RST community. 
 
On the other hand, there is another MISP instance that simulates an RST of a Rail Infrastructure 
Manager (IM). This MISP instance is hosted on a different AWS private network, and it cannot be 
reached from the outside. 
 
Finally, there is one last MISP instance that simulates an RST in another country. This instance has 
been used locally with docker technology to test different workflows. The image below (Figure 10) 
shows a diagram with the high-level design of the architecture. 
 

 
Figure 10: High level architecture diagram for the PoC 

 

5.4.1 CHIRP 
The CHIRP is made up of two different parts. On one hand, there is a Threat Intelligence Platform 
which is composed of the MISP platform and the MISP modules, which are autonomous modules 
that can be used to extend MISP for new functionalities such as expansion, import and export. MISP 
and MISP modules are both included on the MISP cloud AMI, and both are running on the same 
machine. 
 
On the other hand, CHIRP analysts have their own Malware Lab that is connected to the platform. 
The labs are virtual machines with Remnux and Flare VM distributions that provide a great 
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compilation of Malware Analysis and Incident Response tools (Figure 11). 
 

 

Figure 11: High level architecture diagram of the CHIRP 

 
As commented above, the MISP platform and the MISP modules have been deployed on AWS using 
a public AMI provided by the MISP project. The AMI can be found on the AWS AMI repository (Figure 
12), and it is quite straightforward to run the AMI following a few additional steps. 

 

 

Figure 12: MISP AMI on AWS 

After selecting the AMI, the user will have to configure the type of instance like in Figure 13. Since 
the CHIRP is only a prototype, a micro instance was selected, but it was increased to t2.small 
instance with 2Gb of RAM for a better performance while testing the case scenarios for the CHIRP. 
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Figure 13: AWS type instances 

The next step is to configure the security groups for the MISP instance. MISP cloud requires to use 
HTTPS (443), as well as to specify the inbound traffic allowed on the instance. The user can choose 
between giving access from any IP (0.0.0.0/0) or restrict the access to only known IPs such as those 
from the MISP instances from RSTs. Besides, the user needs to handle SSH access and create the 
key pair as shown in Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14: Creation of key pair for the EC2 instance 

It is important to highlight that security is an essential aspect in a system like this. The RSTs will 
exchange sensitive information and an information leakage or security incident could have fatal 
consequences. In this case, since the CHIRP is only a TRL 4 prototype, no additional security 
measures were added beyond traditional measures, such as encrypted communications 
(HTTPS/TLS), authentication and IP filtering for certain administration tasks and basic monitoring. 
However, if CHIRP were to production environment, additional security and threat analysis 
measures are needed in order to improve the security grade recommended for a system like this. 
 

5.4.2 IM RST (Rail Security Team) 
The other component of this PoC is the RST MISP instance. This instance has been deployed on AWS 
following the high-level architecture in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: RST IM High level architecture 

In this case, the MISP instance has been deployed on the private subnet of the AWS VPC, which 
makes the MISP instance unreachable from the Internet. Like in the CHIRP section, the AWS MISP 
AMI has been used, provided by the MISP project. The infrastructure includes the following 
components: 

1. VPC: A VPC with a CIDR range of 10.0.0.0/16 with the following sub-components: 
o A Public subnet that hosts a NAT instance and a bastion host. 
o A Private subnet that hosts the MISP instance. 

2. 2 Route tables: 
o One Route Table for controlling the network traffic in the private subnet. 
o One Route Table for controlling the network traffic in the public subnet and 

forwarding traffic to the Internet gateway. 
3. 1 Internet gateway: It connects the VPC with the Internet. 
4. 3 EC2 Instances 

o MISP instance: Hosted on the private subnetwork. This EC2 instance provides the 
Threat Intelligence platform used by the RST to exchange information with the CHIRP 
and other RSTs.  

o Bastion host: A server that provides access to the private network from the Internet. 

This instance is the only host that can access the public network. 

5. NAT instance: This instance allows instances hosted on the private subnetwork (e.g., MISP 

instance) to call external services on the Internet (e.g., external server for updates) while at 

the same time it blocks inbound traffic from the internet. 

• Security Groups: A security group acts as a virtual firewall for AWS instances to control 

inbound and outbound traffic. It has been created the following security groups: 

o NAT-SG: Only allows HTTPS and HTTP traffic from the Internet. 

o Bastion-host-access: Only allows SSH traffic from a specific IP address. 
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o MISP-private-subnet: Security group that allows HTTPS and SSH traffic from the 

Bastion-host access security group. This means that only inbound traffic that comes 

from this machine can reach the private network. 

• AWS SES (Simple Email Service): AWS email service for sending notifications via email 

regarding MISP events. 

 
The bastion host-access security group contains the list of IP addresses that are allowed to connect 
to the Bastion-host via SSH. Using an SSH-tunnel the user can access the MISP instance via SSH for 
administrative tasks or via web using a proxy SOCKS5 (Figure 16).  

 
Figure 16: Bastion host 

 
To create the tunnel the user will have to follow the following steps:  

1. Download the private key from the bastion and MISP hosts. Besides, it needs to have access 

to the bastion host with a valid IP. 

2. Use SSH agent to connect to the MISP instance without needing to download the private key 

to the bastion host. 

3. Create a tunnel with dynamic port forwarding typing “ ssh –C –N –D port_number 

bastion_host”.  

4. Configure the browser for using proxy socks 5 with the tunnel (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17: Proxy socks in Mozilla Firefox 

After following the previous steps, the user will be able to reach the MISP instance (Figure 18) by 
typing the IP of the MISP instance directly on the browser.  
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Figure 18: MISP instance (login) 

 

5.4.3 MISP Docker image 
The last component of the infrastructure is a Docker container that has been used occasionally for 
testing the workflow presented in the case studies. As the previous AMIs for AWS, this Docker image 
was provided by the MISP project, and it is straightforward to run locally in any computer with 
Docker installed (Figure 19). 
 
MISP provides on its GitHub repository the steps to follow for deploying the platform with Docker.  
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Figure 19: Steps for deploying the MISP Docker image 

 

5.4.4 MISP configuration 
This section summarises the configuration that has been set on the MISP instance for the CHIRP4Rail 
Platform proof of concept. The section highlights three main aspects of the configuration that are 
relevant for sharing Threats among RSTS, such as the synchronisation of MISP instances, the pseudo-
anonymisation, and the use of a railway taxonomy provided by the X2-Rail-1 project and adapted 
to the MISP format. 
 

5.4.4.1 Synchronisation 
MISP supports sharing intelligence and synchronisation of data among remote MISP instances. In 
this way, each organisation can administrate and customise its own MISP instance, configuring also 
with whom and what are the data that they want to share. The image below shows an example of 
synchronisation between two instances. 
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Figure 20: Sharing data between two MISP instances 

Figure 20 illustrates how an organisation B (OrgB) synchronises its MISP instance (ServerB), with the 
MISP instance in organisation A (Org A, ServerA). The synchronisation is done using a special user 
with special permissions allowed to sync the data between both organisations. This process is 
described in the MISP website and it has been followed for this PoC. 
 
There are two options for synchronising MISP instances, Push and Pull. 

• Push: This mechanism provides a near real time experience. If a push connection is enabled, 

data created will be synchronized immediately. 

• Pull: The on-demand alternative. In contrast to a push mechanism, pull is only performed on 

command. This could be a manual trigger by an admin of the RST or a cron job executing a 

pull command. 

 
Both mechanisms have been used for this PoC. The RST will push events in order to share threats 
and other information with the CHIRP and the RST community. However, given that their MISP 
instance is hosted on a private network, and it cannot be reached from the outside, it uses pull for 
updating the events shared by the CHIRP and other RSTs. Figure 21 shows two organisations 
synchronised with the CHIRP for sending them events via Push mechanism. 

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
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Figure 21: RST MISP instance synchronised with the CHIRP 

The RST will synchronise two organisations, one for the RST and other one for the local CHIRP, that 
will be explained in the next subsection. 
 
Regarding the Pull mechanism, it has been configured a cron job on the RST MISP instance for pulling 
events created and shared by the CHIRP. This cron job checks if there are new events every 5 
minutes. 
 

5.4.4.2 Pseudo-Anonymisation 
In some situations, an organisation wants to alert of an incident without linking their name to the 
event due to sensitivity issues. MISP allows delegating the publication of an event to other 
organisations. In the context of the CHIRP4Rail model, I ’s and RU’s will delegate the publication 
of an event to the CHIRP in order to share the event with the community without exposing their 
identity to the rest of RSTs. 
 
RSTs will have to add to their MISP instances a new organisation named “local CHIRP”, since MISP 
only allows to delegate publications to local organisations. Besides, they would need to synchronise 
the organisation with the CHIRP, as explained in the previous subsection. Figure 22 shows the local 
CHIRP in the RST MISP instance. 
 

 
Figure 22: Local CHIRP organisation in RST MISP instance 
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After delegating the event to the local CHIRP, the RST has to log into their MISP instance with the 
local CHIRP credentials, to accept the delegation and publish the event to share it within the RST 
community. Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the process of delegating a publication to the local CHIRP 
and how the information will be shared with the rest of RSTs. 
 

 
Figure 23: Delegating a publication to local CHIRP 

 

 
Figure 24: Event delegated by RST shown on CHIRP MISP instance 
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5.4.4.3 Railway Taxonomy 
The use of a taxonomy will help to classify the events reported by the RSTs. This taxonomy (Table 
2) will allow understanding better and quicker the events, summarising the event into a high-level 
category. The 4SECURail CSIRT model is based on the taxonomy defined by X2Rail-1 project 
(Shitf Rail) in deliverable  8.  “Security assessment” [X2Rail-1 D8.2, 2018], where a specific 
taxonomy for threats in the railway landscape was defined considering references such as the [ISO 
27005:2011] and [ENISA Threat Taxonomy].  
 

Table 2: Railway taxonomy 

Category Threats 

Physical damage • Destruction of media, equipment or documents 

Loss of essential services 

• Failure of air-conditioning or water supply system 

• Loss of power supply 

• Loss of support services 

• Failure of telecommunication equipment 

Compromise of information 

• Interception of compromising interference signals 

• Disturbance due to radiation 

• Remote spying 

• Eavesdropping and reconnaissance 

• Theft of media, equipment or documents 

• Loss of media, equipment or documents 

• Retrieval of recycled or discarded media 

• Disclosure 

• Data from untrustworthy sources 

• Tampering with hardware 

• Tampering with software 

• Tampering with information 

• Position detection 

• Social engineering 

Technical failures 

• Position detection 

• Equipment malfunction 

• Saturation of the information system 

• Software malfunction 

• Breach of information system maintainability 

Unauthorised actions 

• Unauthorised physical access 

• Unauthorised use of equipment 

• Fraudulent copying of software 

• Use of counterfeit or copied software 

• Corruption of data 

• Illegal processing data 

• Malicious software 

• Denial of service 

Compromise of functions 

• Error in use 

• Abuse of rights 

• Forging of rights 

• Denial of actions 

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
https://projects.shift2rail.org/download.aspx?id=ed93a523-feca-40e9-a4fd-e6fd1242e1a8
https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso-iec:27005:ed-2:v1:en
https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso-iec:27005:ed-2:v1:en
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/threat-risk-management/threats-and-trends/enisa-threat-landscape/threat-taxonomy/view
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• Breach of personnel availability 

 
The following steps describe how to set-up on the CHIRP4Rail MISP the railway taxonomy from X2-
Rail-1, as explained in D.3.1 (CSIRT model dedicated to railway, 1st release) and D3.2 (CSIRT model 
dedicated to railway, final release).  
 
The first step is to translate the taxonomy presented in the table above into the MISP format. Figure 
25 and Figure 26 show an example provided by MISP about how to fill the taxonomy template.  

 
Figure 25: X2-Rail-1 Taxonomy template part 1 

 
Figure 26: X2-Rail-1 Taxonomy template part 2 

Predicates are the categories of the taxonomy (1st column of the Threat taxonomy table), and 
values are the threats (2nd column of the Threat taxonomy table).  
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Figure 27: X2-Rail-1 Taxonomy in MISP JSON format 

Once the JSON is created (Figure 27), the user needs to create a directory with the name of the 
taxonomy within the path “  ISP app taxonomies” and the taxonomy in JSON format with the 
name machinetag.json. After this step, the user will update the taxonomies directly on the web 
platform and the railway taxonomy will be ready for being used (Figure 28). 
 

 
Figure 28: X2-Rail-1 taxonomy on RST MISP instance 
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6 CHIRP4RAIL: demonstration and testing with case scenarios 
6.1 The second 4SECURail Workshop on Rail CSIRT 
On June 8th, 2021, 4SECURail organised the second workshop on Rail CSIRT, with key stakeholders 
in European Rail Security. The second 4SECURail Workshop on CSIRT was organised by UIC together 
with Hit Rail and Tree Technology. Although it was planned to be held in person and hosted in 
Brussels, due to the COVID-19 crisis it had to be held via video conference. It was held on Tuesday 
June 8th, 2021, from 10.00 am to 12.30 pm CEST, with 44 participants (31 external participants plus 
13 project members) representing the relevant stakeholders on the EU Rail CSIRT context, including: 
Shift2Rail and the ER-ISAC; Rail Security Teams (RSTs) from IMs and RUs in different member states 
(Germany, Italy, Spain, France, United Kingdom, Belgium, Sweden, Austria, Luxembourg, Czech 
Republic and The Netherlands) and the UIC; stakeholders from the CSIRT regulation and reaction 
such as CERT bodies, ENISA and ERA; and representatives from the Advisory Board and the 
collaborator project X2RAIL-3.  
  
This workshop was organised in the latest stages before completing this deliverable. The 4SECURail 
CSIRT team had already completed the implementation of the CSIRT Platforms prototype and 
prepared a couple of case scenarios as demonstration examples. This proof of concept of the 
collaboration environment was presented for open debate at this workshop. The open discussion 
and feedback received in the workshop was then carefully processed giving place to the final 
4SECURail CSIRT Platform prototype here presented. The workshop community will continue to be 
involved in project consultation towards completing the project, thus following a co-creation 
approach. 
 
This workshop was a continuation of the key stakeholders’ community which started at the 
beginning of the project and, in particular, had already met in the first workshop edition back in 
2020. This initiative was key for assuring the involvement of the key players in the EU Rail cyber 
security field in guiding the proposed model and collaboration platform, which will be offered for 
use by the Rail sector. This aims to ensure that the outcomes of the 4SECURail CSIRT work stream 
enable best common approaches for collaborative rail cyber security by the CSIRT collaboration 
model and platform being collaboratively designed with the key stakeholders, as a resource for 
uptake. More details about the discussions can be found in Appendix 1: The second 4SECURail 
Workshop on Rail CSIRT. 
 
The following sections detail the case scenarios developed for and demonstrated in the workshop 
with co-creation and feedback from the participating rail stakeholders. 
 

6.2 Ransomware case 
This scenario shows the CHIRP4Rail flow for a ransomware case, such as the notorious ransomware 
Ryuk, which targets large organisations with the ability to pay significant sums of money to get back 
access to their sensitive stolen data. Figure 29 shows a typical attack chain followed by the gang 
behind the Ryuk ransomware. 
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Figure 29: Ryuk attack chain using Trickbot 

The steps are summarised in Figure 30 together with the flow and the role of the CHIRP for this 
scenario   
 

 
Figure 30: CHIRP flow for ransomware scenario 

There are five steps in total. They are detailed in the following sub-sections. 
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6.2.1 Spear phishing (Step 1)  
A security team in a railway company (RST) has discovered an attempt of cyberattack in one of their 
corporate networks. The antivirus from one member of the board of directors has blocked the 
malware before a malicious document was opened. 
 
The document seems to target railway companies and the RST decides to inform and provide the 
malicious document to the CHIRP in order to get additional details and warning other RSTs while 
they investigate if anyone within the organisation has opened the document. 
 
The RST does not want to share internal details, so they use the CHIRP4Rail mechanism for pseudo-
anonymisation, the delegation of event publication. After delegating the request using local CHIRP, 
as explained in section 5, the event is shared with the CHIRP and the RST community. 
 

6.2.2 In-house analysis (Step 2)  
CHIRP analysts receive an event (MISP) with basic information as well as the malicious document 
attached as an attribute of the event. CHIRP analysts start an “in-house analysis” with the aim of 
getting more information about this threat and to share technical details with the RST community. 
To achieve this (Figure 31): 
 

1. Initial malware triage [2a]: They analyse the document for getting more technical details 
about the malware, such as the family, the goal of the malicious document and some 
indicators of compromise (IoCs). 

 

 

Figure 31: Example of CHIRP in-house analysis 

2. Event update with findings [2b]: They update the event on the platform with some findings 
about the document, such as URLs and also a Yara rule for the detection of the malicious 
document. 

3. Share findings [2c]: They share these first findings with the RST community. 
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4. OSINT [2d]: Then, the in-house analysis would continue for in-depth evaluation. The next 
step carried out by the analyst is to try to get some context about the document and enrich 
the attributes using some OSINT (Open-Source Intelligence) techniques. 

 

Figure 32: Context information using OSINT techniques 

5. Share findings [2e]: CHIRP analysts update the event with additional URLs related to the 
same malware and some context to share within the RST community (Figure 32). 

 

6.2.3 RST Notification (Step 3)  
The RST community receives the event, and they check and update their detection systems with the 
information provided by the CHIRP. 
 

6.2.4 Malware Analysis (Step 4)  
CHIRP analysts keep on investigating the threat, looking for more malicious files for a more in-depth 
analysis for understanding the malware behaviour and to be able of sharing more intelligence with 
the RST community. To achieve this: 

1. Static and dynamic analysis [4a]: CHIRP analysts perform advanced static and dynamic 
analysis (Figure 33) of the malware that the malicious document had to download, and they 
discover a next stage where the malware tries to move around the network and to install a 
ransomware. 
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Figure 33: Reverse Engineering of the malware sample 

2. Threat hunting [4b]: They also look for additional malware samples using Threat Hunting 
techniques in order to find possible malware variants that are being used by the 
cybercriminals. 

3. Update event with the TTPs of the adversary [4c]: After analysing the malware variants, 
they update the event with the TTPs (Figure 34) used by the attackers. This will allow the 
RSTs a better understanding of the attacks and knowing how to protect against them. 

 

Figure 34: Event updated with taxonomies 

4. CHIRP analysts have also included Sigma Rules for detecting the malware samples. Sigma is 
a generic and open signature format that allows users to describe relevant log events in a 
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straightforward manner. The rule format is applicable to any type of log file and is 
compatible with a lot of SIEMs, such as QRadar, Splunk, Sumo Logic among other well-known 
ones. 

5. Sigma rules are useful for detecting TTPs used by adversaries. This means that even if the 
adversaries change their infrastructure (e.g., new C&Cs) on their campaign they will be able 
to detect the attack or other similar variants. 

6. Finally, before publishing the event, they tag it with taxonomies provided by MISP as well as 
with a specific rail taxonomy provided by X2-Rail-1 (Deliverable 8.2). This will allow RSTs to 
identify and respond quickly to the threat. 

 

6.2.5 RST notification (Step 5)  
Finally, the RST community receives the updated information, and they check and update their 
defence and detection mechanisms based on the TTPs reported by the CHIRP.  
 

6.3 OT Vulnerability case 
This scenario (Figure 35) is focused on OT devices used by systems in the railway industry. These 
kinds of components have been started to be targeted by adversaries financially motivated or just 
looking to cause disruption of service. 

 
Figure 35: Key challenges to secure the railway infrastructure (Source: Cyber Startup Observatory) 

 
Figure 36 summarises the role and workflow of the CHIRP in the OT vulnerability report case. 
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Figure 36: CHIRP flow in OT vulnerability scenario 

 

6.3.1 Vulnerability report (1)  
CISA, the North American agency for protecting American critical infrastructures, has published a 
report about a vulnerability on a widely used “SCA A system” that also includes some mitigation 
recommendations (Figure 37). The CHIRP has received an alert from their automatic processes that 
have identified this component as relevant for the railway industry. Then, through a more in-depth 
analysis, CHIRP analysts discover that this vulnerability may have an impact on railway tunnels that 
are using this component for controlling other sub-components such as CCTV, smoke detection 
systems, or ventilation systems. 
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Figure 37: Vulnerability report published by CISA 

 

6.3.2 RST Notification (2)  
The CHIRP analysts have created an event for alerting the security teams at Infrastructure Managers 
(RSTs). These security teams will check if the vulnerability has an impact on their infrastructure and 
start to manage internally how to mitigate it according to the report recommendations in order to 
protect their systems (Figure 38). 

 

Figure 38: CHIRP flow in OT vulnerability scenario 

6.3.3 Public exploit (3)  
Meanwhile, the CHIRP analysts have been monitoring the Internet since the beginning of the 
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vulnerability disclosure process and they have discovered a public exploit that a group of 
independent security researchers has made public. They update the event on the CHIRP with more 
information about the exploit as well as some comments regarding possible threats associated with 
this exploit and vulnerability (Figure 39). 
 

 
Figure 39: Public exploit related to the disclosed vulnerability 

 

6.3.4 Contacting the provider (4) 
One of the RSTs has discovered that mitigating the vulnerability according to the recommendations 
would have an impact on other components of their systems, so they need another solution. They 
have contacted the OT provider asking for an update that fixes the vulnerability in order to solve 
this. 
 

6.3.5 Firmware update (5)  
The provider responds with a firmware update to be published in the coming days. This will help to 
protect their device, and thus the tunnels infrastructure systems without compromising the work 
of other components. Finally, the provider releases a new version of the software that fixes the 
vulnerability (Figure 40). 
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Figure 40: Software update with vulnerability patch 

 

6.3.6 Updating event (6) 
The RST updates the event on the CHIRP adding a comment related to the new version of the 
software product (Figure 41). 
 

 
Figure 41: Comments to the software update with vulnerability patch 

 

6.3.7 RST Notification (7)  
The RST community receives the updated information, so they can check and update their devices 
accordingly. 
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7 Conclusions  
This section summarises the main conclusions of the CSIRT collaborative environment prototype 
addressed in this report. 
 
The Railway technology landscape is complex, and it is crucial to stay aware of the cyber threats and 
vulnerabilities that may have a high impact on the railway sector. To achieve this, the CHIRP4Rail 
model requires: 

• Threat Intelligence to help RST in detection tasks, providing intelligence on threats and 
methods for detecting them (e.g., Yara rules, Sigma rules), since not all the RSTs may have 
Threat Intelligence capabilities.  

• Filter and identify relevant vulnerabilities and exploits that might be relevant for the railway 
sector. To achieve this, cooperation is needed among RSTs and the CHIRP with the aim of 
identifying critical IT/OT assets within the railway sector (e.g., defining a common list of 
critical assets for Infrastructure managers). 

 
The CHIRP4Rail platform provides a collaborative environment and a communication channel for 
RSTs for threat intelligence and information sharing. In particular, the CHIRP4Rail platform provides 
the following set of mechanisms: 

• A communication channel for RST for sharing intelligence, updating information regarding 
vulnerability or security updates, also for requesting information from other RST. 

• Pseudo-anonymisation mechanisms: if an RST needs to share information related to an 
incident but they want to remain anonymous, they need a mechanism for sharing 
information without exposing their identity to the rest of RSTs. CHIRP4Rail uses MISP, that 
provides pseudo-anonymisation mechanism for information sharing through the delegation 
of publications. CHIRP will save the identity of reporters, but the rest of RST will not know 
the identity of the reporter. 

• A railway taxonomy for helping to rapidly classify threats and see their potential impact. The 
X2-Rail-1 taxonomy provides a good starting point and can be extended to cover additional 
railway incidents or more information about the type of threats to the RSTs. 

 
The CHIRP4Rail Platform was co-created, presented, demonstrated, and evaluated with the RST 
community through different activities, and in particular a final workshop was organised in June 
2021 with 44 participants for dissemination, communication, and open discussion about the next 
steps required for fostering further evolution and adoption by the community under the umbrella 
of the UIC and the ER-ISAC. Some key aspects were pointed by the railway community during the 
workshop (Appendix 1: The second 4SECURail Workshop on Rail CSIRT), as food for future steps: 

• The need to move from the research “proof of concept” status to live. It is necessary to keep 
working in organisational aspects and resources needed for the further implementation of 
the model in a real environment. 

• Cooperation between the national RSTs and the CHIRP4Rail should be coordinated. This is 
an open environment in which cooperation is the main goal, and this is what CHIRP4Rail aims 
to enable. 
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• About a list of critical assets, there are different actors involved, especially the IMs and RUs, 
but also suppliers, IT and OT suppliers. Coordination and cooperation are, again, highly 
needed. 

• Asset management is an additional challenge, and the Infrastructure Managers play a key 
role in this regard. A practical approach for CHIRP4Rail would be only monitor and analyse 
vulnerabilities for the assets suggested by the IMs and RUs. 

• The Threat and Vulnerability triage process developed by the CHIRP4Rail is aiming to 
prioritise, filter the noise, and make sure the process will provide added value. This should 
be tested in real practice, since information overload is a clear risk for the engagement and 
adoption of this model. 

 
With this deliverable D3.3, the 4SECURail CSIRT platform is presented, as the final milestone 
concluding the work in WP3 for the support to the implementation of CSIRT for the railway sector. 
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A. Appendix 1: The second 4SECURail Workshop on Rail CSIRT  
 
On June 8th, 2021, 4SECURail organised a second workshop with several key stakeholders in 
European Rail Security. This second 4SECURail Workshop on CSIRT was organised by UIC together 
with Hit Rail and Tree Technology.  
 
Although it was planned to be held in person, due to the COVID-19 crisis it had to be held via video 
conference. It was held on Tuesday June 8th, 2021, from 10.00 am to 12.00 pm CEST, with 40 
participants (29 external participants plus 11 project members) representing the relevant 
stakeholders on the EU Rail CSIRT context, including: the ER-ISAC; Rail Security Teams (RSTs) from 
IMs and RUs in different member states (Germany, Spain, France, United Kingdom, Belgium, Austria, 
Luxemburg, Italy, Sweden and The Netherlands), UK and Switzerland; stakeholders from the CSIRT 
regulation such as E ISA and ERA; Advisory Board members; Shift Rail’s Project Officer as well as 
representatives from the complementary Shift2Rail project X2RAIL-3.  
 
This workshop was organised in the latest stages before completing this deliverable. First the 
workshop refreshed the audience about the status, background, aim and objectives of the ER-CSIRT 
model dedicated to rail (CHIRP4Rail) based on the one already presented in the First Workshop in 
June 2020, then updated with the feedback received, and the final version of deliverable D3.2 
approved by Shift2Rail and released in October 2020. 
 
Then the CHIRP4Rail prototype was presented as a TRL-4 proof-of-concept of the ER-CSIRT final 
model dedicated to rail. The overall concept, setup, technical model, and the key technologies used 
to support the proof-of-concept was presented to the audience using two table-top case scenarios 
(one on a ransomware case, and the other one on a critical vulnerability in OT devices) showing the 
interaction flows fostering discussion between the participants. 
 

Main workshop findings 

Key points and discussion after Use Case 1 Ransomware incident 

• How to move from the research “proof of concept” status to live? Organisational aspects and resources will be 

needed for further implementation of the model in a real operational environment. This is the critical next step 

to be considered after the finalisation of 4SECURail project. 

• Cooperation between the national RSTs and the CHIRP4Rail should be coordinated. This is an open environment 

in which cooperation is the main goal, and this is what CHIRP4Rail aims to enable. 

• How can we integrate intelligence from railway systems? As an example, this is shown in the second scenario, in 

which an external source provides threat intelligence inputs to CHIRP4Rail. 

Key points and discussion after use case 2 Critical Vulnerability 

• How can we consolidate/update a list of critical assets? This is, indeed, a challenge. Different actors are involved 

on this, especially the IMs and RUs, but also suppliers, IT and OT suppliers. There is no direct answer to this at 

this very moment, which is a challenge beyond the scope of 4SECURail. 

• How about the noise if all vulnerabilities are published? For sure, this is one of the key issues. The triage process 

developed by the CHIRP4Rail is there aiming to prioritise, filter the noise, and make sure the process will provide 

added value. This should be tested in real practice since the information overload is a clear risk for the 

engagement and adoption of this model. 

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view
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• Asset management is a challenge, indeed. Infrastructure managers are critical in this regard. A practical option 

could be that CHIRP4Rail will only concentrate on vulnerabilities for the assets suggested by the IMs and RUs.  

• There is work in progress for breaking silos, and there is potential for that. Starting by defining the categories, 

then allocating the elements into the different “boxes”. 

• There is no value in sharing vulnerability information as it is. The goal is to achieve enhanced intelligence, moving 

from distributed intelligence towards collective intelligence, breaking the silos. 

Open Discussion 

• The CHIRP4Rail model is an existing model, it exists at the national level. Now part of the challenge is to scale up 

to the EU level. 

• There is a need to include connections to other industrial sectors and their corresponding CSIRTs.  

• A pan-European rail threat intelligence collaborative network is needed, in which all actors and stakeholders are 

connected. 

• The basic idea behind CHIRP4Rail model and prototype helps to make railway critical infrastructure more secure, 

but to be successful, two questions should be answered: 

o What are the benefits and how much is the cost, how would this be financed in the daily operation?  

o If there are too many organisations and bodies providing information and recommendations about 

threats and incidents, can we ignore them or shall we concentrate on our daily business?  

• The ER-ISAC seems the natural place for the further evolution towards real operation, but this has not been 

defined yet. 

• In the example of malware analysis, how could we prevent duplication of efforts if, for example, a national 

security team or national authority is also investigating? We expect to enable an open environment among the 

key actors; thus, they can all jointly benefit and share information on a coordinated manner, avoiding 

duplications. This is of course only an initial step but should go in that direction. 

• About the next steps, let us not forget response. Coordinated response is also needed. Intelligence, yes, but 

organised: (1) assets inventory (IT & OT) is a first challenges; (2) risk assessment will follow; and then (3) we can 

explore the most critical or exposed ones. As the challenges are big, we need to learn “How can we eat the 

Elephant? We should cut it in pieces and cook each part independently”. 

Conclusions 

• European railway security stakeholders feel that the “ER-CSIRT” should cover Threat Intelligence and 
Information Sharing for a collaboration platform at the European level. 

• The network of cyber security experts dedicated to the railway sector is created under the umbrella of ER-ISAC, 
hosted by the UIC. 

• Data flows and workflows are focussed on threats (incidents and/or vulnerabilities), supported by the 
CHIRP4Rail collaborative platform. 

• The collaboration model and platform should be built based on a bottom-up approach, on top of existing 
processes and tools, and as a hub centre for threat intelligence expertise. 

 

http://www.inaf.it/it/sedi/sede-centrale-nuova/direzione-scientifica/relazioni-internazionali/nuovo-logo-horizon-2020/view

